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In July 2014 FBME Bank Ltd’s Cyprus branch (FBME) was resolved by the Central Bank of Cyprus
(CBC). This is a very interesting case for several reasons, as it touches on the nature of legal powers
conferred on ﬁnancial regulators in the area of Anti-Money Laundering and Combatting the Financing of
Terrorism (AML/CFT), on the use and misuse of these and other powers, on the openness of proceedings
and on the rights of response and redress of their targets. Robert Lyddon, international banking expert,
explains for Finance Monthly.
There is also a perspective around the application of legislation unevenly across large and small banks,
with small banks suffering resolution and even closure, and large banks escaping with impressivesounding ﬁnes that do little to inhibit their ability to carry on business as usual.
CBC’s intervention came immediately after FBME had been served with a Notice of Finding on 17th July
2014 citing FBME as an institution of “primary money laundering concern” by FinCen, the Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network of the US Department of the Treasury.
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Under its own governing laws, FinCen only needed to have “reasonable grounds” for its concerns, and
the evidence of there being such grounds was conﬁrmed by a judge sitting “in camera”. This is not the
same as having those allegations proven in an open court of law, with recourse to courts of higher
instance. A lower level of proof was required in order for a sanction to be imposed which had a
devastating effect on the target bank and its depositors.
FinCen proposed the imposition of its “ﬁfth special measure”: this precludes US banks from running a
US$ account for the target bank or handling its US$ payments via intermediate correspondents, thus
de-banking the target bank in the USA and cutting it off from the international banking system. This is
tantamount to putting the target bank out-of-business.
Similarly the designation of certain categories of ﬁnancial institution – Money/Value Transfer Networks
– as “high risk” by the Financial Action Taskforce (FATF) has resulted in these institutions being debanked and unable to operate. The evidence upon which FATF came to this conclusion is opaque, and
there is no public forum for their designation to be challenged, FATF itself being the ultimate source of
AML-related legislation.
In the case of FinCen’s notice on FBME, FBME had 60 days in which to ﬁle a response but the subject’s
prudential supervisor – CBC – denied them this by resolving the branch and selling it immediately to
another local bank.
Allegations of AML infringements would have needed to be put through a legal process in Cyprus
involving the Cypriot ﬁnancial crime intelligence unit (MOKAS) as well as the AML supervisor (CBC
itself), and would at most have resulted in sanctions such as ﬁnes, after due process had been gone
through. It is unusual that CBC as a central bank be both the “competent authority” for matters relating
to AML Directives and the “prudential authority” for bank capital and liquidity adequacy: in the UK
these powers are separated.
Instead CBC cut off any due process by using, against FBME, the Law on the Resolution of Credit and
Other Institutions of 2013, which was passed to resolve Cyprus’ two largest banks – Bank of Cyprus and
Laiki Bank – within the context of the €10 billion bailout of Cyprus by the so-called “Troika” of the
European Commission, European Central Bank and International Monetary Fund.
CBC misused these powers as FBME was not a case of a bank failure. The preconditions for resolution
are cumulative and are that an institution must have a shortfall of capital and of liquidity, and be
systemically important i.e. its failure must do harm to the country it is in. FBME did not meet these tests:
it had adequate capital and liquidity, and it was small and did not have a signiﬁcant number of Cypriot
depositors.
FBME was, however, an irritant to the Cyprus authorities: it was involved in challenging – commercially
and in the courts – the high interchange fees applied by indigenous banks to card transactions, thereby
disrupting the income stream of the major local banks.
The interconnection of FBME’s case to the 2013 bailout is important because – as a quid pro quo – the
Cyprus authorities agreed to remedy concerns about Cyprus’ AML regime. These concerns were
documented in a report dated 24th April 2013 by MoneyVal, the inspection and evaluation arm of the
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FATF. MoneyVal interviewed a large part of the Cypriot banking sector: 13 out of 41 banks, holding 71%
of deposits and 76% of loans in the system, and including the 7 largest banks.
The 2013 MoneyVal report pointed to substantially the same issues as it had noted in the 2011 report
on its Fourth Assessment Visit to Cyprus: that report’s ﬁndings included that “the main risks emanate
from the international business activities at the layering stage, money laundering activities usually
taking place through banking or real estate transactions”. These were sector-wide issues, not conﬁned
to any one bank – let alone just one small foreign bank. FinCen raised its own concerns about the AML
regime in Cyprus direct to CBC in 2011.
Cyprus received the Troika’s €10 billion but there is no evidence of the cessation of the state of affairs
described by MoneyVal in 2011 and again in 2013, commonly termed the “Cyprus business model”:
Cyprus features in several schemes disclosed in the “Panama Papers”, the “Paradise Papers”, and the
“Russian Laundromat” that post-date the bailout.
Instead FBME has been removed from the marketplace, ostensibly as a scapegoat for the allegations
levelled against the Cyprus banking sector as a whole. FBME conveniently ﬁtted the bill, and could be
attacked in an area where the evidence against it need not stand up in court, and indeed where there
was no open court in which FBME could defend itself.
Was the punishment inﬂicted as an example to the remainder of the Cyprus banks to warn them to
remedy their AML deﬁciencies? Or was it a signal to the Troika and the US authorities, to lead them to
believe that Cyprus was delivering on its side of the bailout bargain and cleaning up its act on AML?
Whether CBC had the legal power to resolve FBME, or conveniently mixed its usage of powers –
applying its powers as prudential authority to an AML case where it happened also to be the competent
authority – is a matter of ongoing dispute.
Of equal concern is whether ﬁnancial institutions can be resolved or otherwise put out of business
through the application of powers conferred on ﬁnancial regulators for AML/CFT matters where the
burden of proof is lower and where a subject institution’s rights of appeal are inadequate. Once FinCen
has issued a notice against an institution or once FATF has classiﬁed an institution into a “high risk”
category, the institution is de facto out-of-business, and these authority bodies are not subject to
detailed and open scrutiny as to whether their determinations are proportionate, objective and nondiscriminatory.
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